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Soundtrack to Ebi-Hime's Strawberry Vinegar.

Includes 13 tracks in both FLAC and OGG

01 - strawberry ? vinegar
02 - candyfloss
03 - porridge

04 - sunny side up
05 - bento box
06 - omurice

07 - N A T T O
08 - spaghetti.

09 - takoyaki? takoyaki!
10 - sweetie ♥ pie

11 - chrysanthemum tea
12 - sherbet nightmare
13 - ice cream parfait
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This game's pretty neat. It's not a full-fledged racer with AI opponents and weapons or anything, but $5 really isn't asking a lot
for what you get here. It's a pretty solid endless runner that, while not having much to offer, has some great core mechanics. The
controls in particular are really good, they're responsive and fluid and it feels great to dance around obstacles and grind along
walls at breakneck speeds. It's also a really pretty game to look at; like RadPanda said, this game looks like straight up sex on a
144hz monitor. While I can't see myself playing this for hours and hours at a time, it's a ton of fun in short bursts and ends up
being a great way to kill a bit of time. No game-breaking bugs or crummy presentation here; DriftForce is a polished, well-
made, and fairly priced indie game. I'd love to see a few new game modes or mechanics in future updates, maybe along with
just a tad more track variation, but the game is already definitely in a state where it's easy to recommend. If you're a fan of anti-
grav racers and endless runners, this game's for you.. Great twin stick shooter with crazy tight controls and silky smooth
gameplay. Intuitive design, many improvements over the original/ultra. Feels closer to the original to me, in a good way, and
with all the fun stuff from ultra added in. A lot changed but overall a great game. Plenty of enemies, and as hard as you want it
to be. Currently smacking songs on Apocalypse (hardest difficulty) and between 200-300 intensity. You'll know what that is if
you've played the first or when you play this. Money well spent.. Little, yet not too small fantasy tactical game with turn-based
combat. Quite enjoyable for some time, just not take it too seriously, like an AAA-project. It's obviously not.
Well, it looks cool enough, it plays cool enough - for some time given. The way I see things - it's worth its price. Especially with
some discount or bundle. All the negative reviews comes from one major misconception, tied with the store tags for this game.
It is not a RPG for one bit, and it is not a strategy game, but rather a tactical one. More to it, it's a mobile port, which means
Ravenmark kinda simplified by gameplay, when lined with some obvious PC strategy top-sellers such as Total War. Yeah, there
is no for any strategic impact, you do not call shots on the global map, or choose anything between missions. You just start a
new map, with some units and some tasks given, win the day, and go for the next map. Sometimes during the missions,
sometimes between them, you watch cutscenes, which are revealing the story, and other small things, like characters motivation
or some game hints.

Talking about lore and story, it's kinda nice, by fantasy standards - if you're really ready to pay any attention to it. If you're a
"skip it" kind of guy, I don't know why you're still reading my review! Anyway, to get things going smoothly for players who
don't like to actually read and get into things, there are cliches! So, Ravenmark is basically some early-medieval state, based on
the Roman empire, with legions and such. They march through some wilderness, messing with some locals, who are looking
much like the Celts from known history. But then, the Ravenmark getting some major problem from another empire-size state,
which seems much teocratical and based on magicka-users. Oh, yeah, there comes magic! And elves! And even some
"greycoats" with rifles, who seems much gnome-ish to me.

But enough with lore stereotypes. Let's just say it's story-driven turn-based game with some units of different abilities, with
typical weakness square "sword beats pike, pike beats cavalry, cavalry beats bows, and bows taking out the swords". You can
assemble some columns of units, for more control or brute force, or use those units separately, to take advantages of mobility,
flanking and using various terrain features. There is some challenge to beat the map tasks faster and cleaner - to get usual mobile
"3 stars" and all achievements in the end. Or you can just switch on "daddy's little girl" mode, like so many impatient and
inflexible low-skill players do, take some beating from AI, scream and downvote the game for being "too hard".

Like I said already - the game is good enough for the price given. To enjoy it, you're supposed to patient, ready for turn-based
tactical planning type of player. The story is also good enough, again, if you're patient and able to actually read and delve into.
On my usual grid, it's somewhere like 7.3\/10. Could be better, if the challenge wasn't always about speed and casualties, but, we
eat what we can gather. There's always some lack of good turn-based games, and this one is certainly on the right side.. Luxor
Evolved is a fun and fast-paced game, you can enjoy the music and sounds while playing. It can be easy at first but things can go
a bit fast and tricky but it will be rewarding in the end. You get to use power-ups and all that. I use my own tactics to complete
levels. I like playing this game. Also I'm giving those who I recommending this to a warning, it can be a bit addictive, so be
careful on how much you play.. How do I get the HUB Decoration to work? I have completed the missions and such but I have
no HUB available? I restarted many times and nothing, what am I doing wrong?. Treasure Adventure Game was easily my
favorite game of 2011 and I've been waiting for this since it was announced. So far I'm not disappointed. Seems they did a great
job of overhauling the visuals while still making it feel like a consistent world. I'm looking forward to working my way through
the rest of the story and experiencing new art, new music, and likely some new puzzles and monsters to best.. Is it that good you
ask?...why yes..yes it is. This may well be in the top 5 twin sticks I've played and yes I've played alot over the past 35 years of
gaming starting with Robotron at the age of 4. Excellent core mechanics, innovative enemies, simple controls, and beautiful
audio coupled with high sensory graphics equals instant gameplay addiction. LOVE the auto turret and overheating mechanic. If
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you have any remote interest in twinsticks get this game!

P.S. The music is simply amazing as well!. Liked the first half the most and it seemed like a silent hill type of story at the
beginning. The mood and music were good. Once we got to the second half, it became disjointed as the levels started to include
random real world locations that just didn't fit with the first. The second half also had a number of random crashes to the
desktop when you would load a saved game. I finished it in about 2.5 hours and was glad I played it but liked the first half the
best.. A rhythm-puzzle game? Turba sounded really neat when I first saw it. I was itching to try it out. However, I was sadly
disappointed.

The #1 thing that destroys this game is its abysmal beat detection. Because the rhythm of the song determines how fast the
blocks spawn/move and allows you to get "beat bonuses" for clearing blocks to the beat of the song, it's a key component of the
game. Unfortunately, the game often skips beats and detects beats when there are none, completely disrupting the flow of play.

A few of the other game mechanics seem a bit off as well. "Beat blocks" are supposed to turn all surrounding blocks black after
they count down and explode, but there has been at least one instance of a block being left out of an explosion. As far as I can
tell, there is very little discernable difference from the three difficulty levels, and it's possible to play songs that are impossible
to lose on, even on the hardest difficulty.

If Turba offered custom BPM and beat offset settings per song (features other software is quite easily able to do), this game
would probably be redeemable. But with the main mechanic of the game broken, it's hardly worth spending your money on.
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Best game ever. No this is not like Amnesia as a few people have said. I have been playing for the last 1.5 hours and i`m
enjoying this game so far. This is not a final review, i just wanted to tell everyone it`s NOT like Amnesia.. Wow. This game is
only selling for .99c but I still recommend you to hold off from purchasing this fetid piece of♥♥♥♥♥♥ If I had to characterize
it, I would say it's like a platformer that got aborted in its fetal state. ♥♥♥♥ that, saying it's an aborted platformer would be too
nice.

It was made for some "Ludum Dare" thing, which perhaps in the context of such a contest it would look better--however, upon
looking into the Ludum Dare website, I was confronted with a website that seemed about as terribly organized as this game, so
gave up trying.

Regardless of why this game was made, it is terrible. For something with "gun" in the title, the game isn't as much about
shooting things as it is avoiding getting hit by things. The condition for completing a level perfectly is ending with full health,
not beating a certain number of enemies or anything else that would make a satisfying win condition. You don't get any points
for shooting things and you can pass some levels without shooting hardly anything. The ways in which you beat the levels feel
contrived and unsatisfying. It's not skill that wins the games, not even logic, just some gimmicky ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t you'll end up
figuring out by playing over and over. The Rubber Ducky title is also superflous... There's nothing duck-like in the game and the
character is just a pixel square that you will never ever feel any love for.

It took 3 levels of play to figure out that the point is to pass the levels with full health. During the 5th level, the Developer
blatantly points out that this is pretty much a failed effort without a sound concept. It sounds like he's apologizing almost, but
DON'T WORRY--HE'S GOING TO MAKE UP FOR THE ♥♥♥♥♥♥ GAME. HOW? Oh, by adding the extra challenge of
making you find a bunch of stupid secrets laced throughout the levels in order to proceed to the final level. You would think the
secrets would take logic and skill to find, that it might at least be one satisfying part of the game attempting to seek them out...
but ♥♥♥♥ NO. One or two secrets took minimal thought to accomplish, the rest happened by accident for me and could hardly
be called secrets at all. It's nothing like finding an easter egg... the Dev merely forces you to do some trivial task like exit on the
left side of the screen instead of the right or some other equally pointless task. None of this effort was satisfying to me and I was
annoyed that someone made me go through the motions just to see if the ♥♥♥♥ing game would pick up... IT DOESN'T.

What else can I add to the list of♥♥♥♥♥♥this game pours forth? How about Achievements for clicking a link to follow this
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ on twitter? I clicked a little bird icon thinking it was a secret that I had to check out, but NO... it pushed
me out of game and tried to link me up with Twitter and said I obtained a "social media addict" achievement... right before
the♥♥♥♥♥♥froze my computer. Another achievement just for buying the game.... (♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥). The game also
seemed to lag at certain points in some levels.

If the gameplay itself wasn't annoying enough, it gets worse because you have to listen to the developer narrate the game
controls in what he feels is a humorous banter, which is really just annoying. This is especially so since when you have to redo a
level, you have to click through the multiple frames of text in order to get to another unsatisfying level. Also, have the time the
narrator speaks as if talking to the audience and half the time he speaks as if to the player.. This isn't a problem, except on the
damned Ludum Dare site, he described this game as "a dialog between the ever-silent Rubber Ducky and his eccentric
developer, all made to hopefully make you smile!"

NO--this game doesn't make me smile. I feel less intelligent for having played it. The fact that you're charging for a piece
of♥♥♥♥♥♥soundtrack to boot is ♥♥♥♥ing LUDICROUS. The fact that you throw in trivia about your game development
efforts into the narration of this game and blatantly try to use this just to advertise yourself seems idiotic, since people will now
be aware that you made a REAL ♥♥♥♥♥♥ GAME. You didn't have to bring our attention to it.. you could have been nice to
yourself. Let your friends donate to your ♥♥♥♥♥♥ project through paypal or something, don't try and rip people off on steam.
"LOOK MOMMY! I CAN SELL A PIECE OF♥♥♥♥♥♥ON STEAM AND PEOPLE WILL BUY IT! I'M A ♥♥♥♥ING
BIG BOY NOW!!!"

I played your game, I made it to the end, I clicked a bunch of♥♥♥♥♥♥ made random graphics appear, and now want to slam
my head in the wall...... *OUCH*. Absolutely excellent game.. This overlooked Treasure game is one of my favorite Genesis
games. It features an interesting magic system, as well as plenty of challenging puzzles.
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